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COVER STORY:
WINTERIZING EQUIPMENT
by Jay Holtzman. Like your body, landscaping equipment can last longer if you take care of it year round. Shenandoah Valley Golf Club has found secrets that increase its machines' lives.

BIO-CONTROLS FOR THE GREEN INDUSTRY
by Dr. John D. Briggs. Bio-rational agents available to the landscape manager are growing in availability and importance. Here are some available products. Part I of II.

COMMON SENSE WEED CONTROL
by Phil Christian III. Is it possible we chemical applicators are caught in our own web of 'weed-free' marketing jargon and quick-fix chemicals? Come on, industry, let's get real.

LANDSCAPE MANAGER OF THE YEAR
Morris Lee Martin of Alfred L. Simpson & Co. believes education, higher pay scales and industry organizations can help solve Atlanta's workforce problems.

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF A TRADE SHOW
by Ed Wandtke. Trade shows have evolved from an excuse to party into essential business gatherings. By carefully planning your shows, you'll get more out of them.